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Abstract 
A limit for the absolute branching ratio of BR(Ds+@c)c4.1% at 90% 

C.L. and evidence for the decay Ds+ f&375@ is presented from the Mark III. 

I n the spectator model, the lowest lying bound state of the charm-strange quarks, the DS - . 
meson, is predicted to decay via W emission from the charm quark and form states with 

SE hidden strangeness. The conventional hadronic modes will contain K’i?, o and the f,(975), 

which is considered to be the Jpc=O* isoscalar ss meson. Hadronic decays of the Ds 

meson have been measured in relatively few modesf’] and all modes are measured relative to 

the ox mode. In this paper, an upper limit for the absolute branching ratio of the DS decay 

into the @rc mode and evidence for the the decay, DS -+f,(975)x is presented from the Mark 

III. 

Data Set and Mark III detector 

The data for the Ds analysis was taken at a center mass energy of 4.14 GeV with a total inte- 

grated luminosity of the 6.3kO.46 inverse picobarns. The main features of the Mark III detec- 

to@) have been discussed elsewhere. This analysis used tracking information from the drift 

chamberf31, timing measurements from the time-of-flight (TOF) countersf4] and shower tracks 

detected in the barrelt51 and endcap(61 shower counters. 
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Analvsis of the Absolute Branchina Ratio uDDer limit 

The production of the Ds decays into final states i and j occurs in the reaction e+e- 

+DsDs*, Ds+final state i, D*s +yDs, Ds+final stute j. The produced rate of this exclusive 
reaction will be, B(Ds+final state i).B(Ds+finul stutej)a(e+e-+DsDs*).JLdt. By measuring 

several exclusive reactions ( called double tags ) and forming the various ratios, we may di- 

vide out the cross section and obtain a measurement of the absolute branching ratios. In this 

analysis the final states i and j were investigated in the modes; on+, K”K+, f,(975)n+, 

K*(892)‘K+, K*‘K*+, @c+Ic+~c-, and oz+$ and this results in a limit on the branching ratio 

B(Ds +$z+). A total of twenty-eight possible double tag final states were considered.t7s8] 

. For the individual final states, combinations of shower and drift chamber tracks are se- 

lected and the charged tracks assigned masses. The charged tracks were used as a rc: or a K 

unless the measured TOF was more than 50 away from the predicted time of its mass hy- 

pothesis. Kinematic fits are applied to the hypothesis e+e-+DsDs*+yDs+Ds- and the Ds+ 

and Ds- candidates are constrained to have equal but unspecified mass M(X). The DsDs* 

events will produce a peak in the M(X) distribution at the Ds mass. In the region of the M(X) 

distribution which would contain 95% of the Ds signal as estimated by Monte Carlo, no -. 
events were observed and this results in an upper limit for the absolute branching ratio. In 

Fig. 1 is shown the M(X) distribution where in the DS region no events are detected. A Monte 

Carlo estimate of 2.8 produced DS events is drawn in. 
: ‘- 

An upper limit for B(Ds +@c+) is obtained by computing the likelihood of observing zero 

events as a function of B(Ds +@I+). The expected number of double-tag events is [o(e+e- 
. +DsDs*). J titOB(Ds+$r+)].B(Ds+o~+).~b(i)b(j)c.. ‘I’ where b(i) is the ratio of B(Ds+fifinul state 

i) divided by B(Ds+@+) and Eij is the Monte Carlo determined efficiency of reconstructing 

the event of double i and j. The measured values used in the likelihood calculation are: 
[cr(e+e-+DsDs*)~JLdt.B(Ds-xpc+)] =156+38fg], b(K°K+)=.92f.38,t10] b(f,z+)=.28f.10,f11] 

b(K*“K+)=.93f.l 2,[12-151 b(K*“K*+)=2.3fl.4,[‘6] b(+@=.41&1 0,f16S15V171 and b(@c+ 2.4f 

1 .1.[181 In the likelihood function, Poisson statistical errors is used for the observed number of 

events and Gaussian statistical errors is used for the measured quantities. The correlations 

between the measurements of Mark III results are included. The marginal likelihood is deter- 
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f, mined by integrating the likelihood over the o(e’e-~DsDs’).ILdt.B(Ds~~~‘) and the b(i)‘s. 

This results in an upper limit of B(Ds -+@c+)<3.8% at 90% C.L. and this is shown in Fig. 2. 

This limit corresponds to 2.8 observed events which is drawn in Fig. 1. The uncertainties on 

the number of signal events includes the errors on the track reconstruction (7%), Monte Carlo 

generation (2%), and the efficiency of the signal cuts (2%). This totals in quadrature to 8% 

and enlarges our final value on the upper limit to; 

B(Ds +$I?) c 4.1% at 90% C.L. 

Evidence for the decav Ds+ f-(975)x 
.- 

. 

-. 

: ‘- 

. 

In this analysis the initial track selection requires three charged tracks with total charge 

sum of fl . If any track has a TOF measurement then it’s time of arrival must be more con- 

sistent to a kaon mass hypothesis than a pion mass hypothesis. All three tracks are then as- 

sumed to be pions and then required to have a recoil mass near the Ds* mass (2.075-2.125 

GeV/c2). These tracks are then subjected to a kinematic 1-C fit to the hypothesis, e+e- 

--m+n-n’D~* where the Ds* is not measured. If the event has a probability greater than 2% it 

is retained. There is an excess of events with a x+111 invariant mass near that of the f,(975) 

and a X+,X- mass near that of the Ds’. The X+X- invariant mass is shown in Fig. 3 (a) 

where the X+X-X mass is required to lie between 1.94 and 1.98 GeV/c2. In Fig. 3(b) is a 

Monte Carlo predicted mass distribution using the mass and width as determined from the 

f,(975) observed in the Mark III J/Wdata. The X+X-Z’ mass is shown in Fig. 4 where the 

rr+~- invariant mass is require to lie between 0.94 and 0.98 GeV/c2 . The background shape 

is obtained by requiring the X+X- invariant mass to lie within the sideband region (0.86 to 

0.90 GeV/c2 ). If all the events with the X+X* combinations with masses between 0.94 and 

0.98 are assumed to be from the f,(975) decay, we obtain a preliminary measurement; 

u(e+e-+DsDs*)B(Ds-+f,(975)x+)=( 14.9k4.2f6.5) pb 

Using our measured rate for o(e’e-~DsDs*)B(Ds~~~+), we obtain the preliminary ratio; 

B( Ds+f,(975)n+)/B( Ds+$n+)=0.58M.21M.03 
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If in the above measurement, the entire 

DS signal is contained in the mass inter- 

val, .94-.98 GeV/c2, the result will in- 

crease by a factor of two if we use the 

50 MeV/c2 width of the f,(975) as mea- 

sured in the reaction J/Y+@ f,(975) by 

the Mark III. Our measurement for this 

ratio is in agreement with the value of 

0.28fO.l OkO.03 obtained by the E691 

group.[111 

Table 1. 
Fxperiment CME Buds+&\ 

CLEO 

TASS0 

ARGUS 

HRS 

PDG 

10 GeV 
10 
30-42 
35-44 
10 
10 
29 
29 
-- 

4 4%[‘91 
2’0fO 5kO 3[2O1 . . . 
13*3*4[*‘1 
3 3+1 6kl 
3’0*0’8[*31’ 

OI**] 
. . 

1 7+0 2+0 31’71 . . . 
3 3+1 1[241 
2’8fl :0[251 
8+5111 

Discussion of the Results 

The absolute branching ratio appears to be somewhat smaller than expected and this indi- 

-. 

cates that the DS production rates are higher than previously estimated. Using early measure- 

ments of the $K rate, the absolute rate was estimated to be 4% by estimating the charm con- 

tent in the continuum and assuming a DS inomentum distribution and a contribution from the 

strange sea. In table 1 are the estimated branching ratio@1 of various experiments as a func- 

tion of center mass energy. The last value is the particle data group value.[‘1 The more re- 

cent values have decreased due to lower remeasured values of the inclusive 4x: rates. 

: ‘- 
The evidence for the decay of the DS into f,(975@+ is consistent with the spectator 

model where the f,(975) is the conventional ss scalar. Our result agrees with the E691 re- 

sults which also observed nonresonant three pion decays. We are not sensitive enough to 

determine the nonresonant three pion contribution. One feature of this result is that the 

f,(975) observed in this decay mode of the DS must contain hidden strangeness. In certain 

studies(26] evidence has been presented where the S* resonance was in fact composed of a 

narrow SF scalar and a glueball scalar. Unfortunately the statistics in our measurement is not 

sufficient to determine if in fact what is observed here differs from the S’ candidates seen in 

other experiments. If a difference is found it could provide compelling evidence for bound 

states of gluonium. 
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2. Fiaure Cautions 

1. Equal mass distribution, m(X), from e+e-+yDs+Ds- where the Dsf candidates are con- 
strained to have equal but unspecified masses. No events are observed in the Ds region. A 
Monte Carlo estimate of 2.8 produced events is shaded in the figure. 

2. Maximum likelihood distribution as a function of the variable B(Dsf+@c’), The arrow 
points to the 90% C.L. value of the branching ratio obtained from the integration of this likeli- 
hood distribution. 

3. a) z+rC mass distribution from the data. b) II’II- mass distribution of the f,(975) from a 
Monte Carlo using values of the mass and width obtained from the signal observed in the 
Mark III J/ydata. 

-. 4.7~+~- mass distribution from the data that is fit with a sideband background and the Dsf+ 

f,(975)$ signal. 
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